Maths this week
This week you will be continuing your work on place value where the focus will move towards adding /
subtracting thousands, comparing and ordering numbers and counting in 25s. Good luck.

Year 4 – Jamie Noble’s Maths group 4JN

Lesson 1
Learning question:
Can I use and
recognise negative
numbers?
Success criteria:
 I can make a
negative number
line


I can count
backward/
forward over 0



I can add
subtract into
negative numbers



I can apply
negative to a real
life context

Model and explanation:
We will explore what happens when you
count backwards from 0 and how / when
negative numbers are used (e.g floors
underground, metres under the sea).

Example questions:
1) Complete the number lines.

We will use a number line to count forward
and back.
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Lesson 2
Learning question:
Can I add
10/100/1000s?
Success criteria:

I can count
forward in the
correct column


I can count over
a place value
barrier by
adding a digit in
the correct
column (90 + 10

You will be adding multiples of 10,100,1000
by counting on in the correct column

e.g
5,375 + 2000 = 7,375
5,375 + 100 = 5,475

Example Questions
1)

2)

= 100)


I can answer
addition word
problems

3)

Lesson 3
Learning question:
 Can I add two
4 digit
numbers?
Success criteria
 I can add
numbers by
counting in
each column




I start with
the smallest
value
I can solve
inverse
problems by
using
subtraction

Lesson 4

You will use pictures / visual representations.
e.g use the pictures to add 3,242 + 2,213 by
adding the counters shown in each column.

Example Questions
1) Use the counters to add 312 + 522 =

This then moves towards a more traditional
column method e.g.
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2) The distance from Scotland to France is
1,550 km.
The distance from France to Spain is 1,002
km. Teddy is travelling from Scotland to
France and then France to Spain.
How far will he travel in total?
3) Alex is calculating 5,702 + 125. Do you agree
with Alex?

Learning question:
Can I add two 4 digit
numbers
with
an
exchange?

You will use pictures to add again. However
when there is a total of more than 10 in one
column you will add one to the next column
and then use the ones left over. As shown

Example Questions:
1)

Success criteria:
 I can use the
formal method
for addition


I can make
exchanges (when
there is too many
in one column)



I can use bar
models



I can solve
inverse problems
with more than
one solution

2) Use the method to add the following.

4) Complete the bar model by adding the two
numbers and writing the answer in the green
space.

Lesson 5


Friday – bank
holiday

Good luck with your learning this week! 😊

